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Ever since the October Revolution and the suc-
cessful overthrow of the Kerensky government in
Russia, the Communists in that country have char-
acterized themselves as "champions of international
peace," In support of this contention they have
called upon the world to view the array o f peace
notes, appeals and declarations, records of con-
ferences on inter-war problems and disarmament,
treaties and pacts of neutrality and non-aggres-
sion which the Soviet government has either sup-
ported or entered into over the years. The purpose
of this paper is to review the record o f Soviet
diplomacy, in order to throw some light on the
USSR'S attitude toward the international settle-
ment of disputes.
The Soviet Union has repeatedly stated and shown
in practioe a preference for bilateral talks as a
means of settling disputes. This has been exem-
plified in many conciliation treaties. During the
years that the USSR was weak and afraid of being
crushed, it sought security through negotiation
(1920-21), international conferences (1922-25),
political agreements (1925-31), connection with the
French alliance system (1932), the League of Na-
tions .(1934-39 ), and Hitler (1939-41),
On the other hand, thereare onlya few examples
of acceptance by the Russians of mediation offers
from other countries. The Allied Powers invited
the Bolsheviks to Prinkipo in January, 1919, for
a conference that would conclude the civilwar then
raging in Russia . The Soviets immediately aocepted
by radiogram. (8:294) This meeting failed to bring
about peace.
A second attempt was made in March, 1919» when
William Bullittunofficially represented the Uni-
ted States on a trip to Moscow for the purpose of
determining the possibility of acceptable terms to
both the Soviets and their enemies. The former
signed a draft treaty, thus showing their willing-
ness to conclude peace with the anti-Bolshevik
10
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forces. (8 :294) The agreement never went into
effect.
A third example under this same category was
the Soviet acceptance of a 1^26 French o ffer to
mediate a dispute with Switzerland. The trouble
arose from the assassination of a Bolshevik diplo-
mat. The Russians agreed to remove their boycott
of Switzerland, providing that the latter met oer-
tain conditions.
The USSR has not acoepted any other offers of
mediation.
Another method of settling international dis-
putes involves commissions of inquiry. A definite
procedure for this was established at the Hague
Conferences of 18^9 and 1907. The Soviets have
never resorted to such fact-finding commissions.
The reason fo r this negative attitude wa s explained
by '?axim Litvinov ina 1922 speech to a conference
at the Hague.
Commander Hilton Young has asked whether
it is impossible to find an impartial judge
in the whole world. It must be established
first that there exist not one but two worlds:
The Soviet and the non-Soviet. • • » • One
party (to a dispute) willpropose a Commu-
nist judge, like the chairman of the Third
International; the other party perhaps the
head of the League o f Nations • • • Maybe
only an angel could solve the Russian prob-
lem. . . . (4:43)
i^ven USSR satellites have been candid in their
criticism .regarding international commissions 0 f
inquiry .±.1 Neither the Soviet Union nor its Bal-
kan satellites (Yugoslavia, Albania, Bulgaria)per-
mitted United Nations commissions to enter terri-
tories under their control during the civil vrar in
Greece. A similar refusal met the later attempt
by U.N. representatives when they attempted to per-
form their legal duties in North Korea to bring
about free elections.
The Russians prefer diplomatic action or even
commissions of conciliation to the quasi- judicial
process of arbitration. They welcome arbitration
only for commercial disputes on questions involv-
ing the conflict of laws, i.e., private internation-
al law. (1:111)
11
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Again the reason for this attitude has been made
quite clear by Soviet writers:
The necessary minimum and basic premise
for any arbitration is a community of mind
on legal principles. Insofar as such a com-
munity is lacking, any attempt to seoure an
impartial authority for two parts of human-
ity that speak such different languages is _a
priori hopeless. (4:4 7 )
In other words, there are no impartial states
when a question involves differing economic sys-
tems according to the Communists. The ides of com-
pulsory arbitration by third parties, therefore,
has always been opposed by the USSR. The follow-
ing exceptions only tend to substantiate this rule.
Ina treaty signed by the Soviets with the pro-
letarian government o f Finland on 1March 1918,
compulsory arbitration was among the provisions*
Both parties to the agreement were, however, wor-
kers' states. Also, the arbitrator was to be se-
lected from the proletarian party of Sweden.
In December 1922, the Russ ians accepted the prin-
ciple o f international arbitration for political
disputes with non-Socialist states, under the con-
dition that a simultaneous agreement for disarma-
ment be signed. (3:121) It was probably known to
the USSR in advance, however, that the capitalist
states would not accept the latter stipulation.
Most of the treaties of conciliation, signed by
the USSR between the two World Wars, contain pro-
vis ions for mixed commissions. AllRussian treaties
of this type are restricted by the provision that
if agreement is not reached through conciliation,
then no further obligation rests on the parties.
The conciliation commissions have equal represen-
tation from both sides and are without a neutral
chairman.
Soviet conventions for conciliation procedure






parties, whioh cannot be settled through regular
diplomatic channels within a reasonable length of
time. Some of these treaties contain explicit res-
ervations. One is found in the convention with
Poland, which precludes the applicability of con-
12
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oiliationto disputes conoerning territorial ques-
tions.
Some Soviet treaties provide that precedence be
given to special procedures established by previous
agreements binding upon the parties. If such spe-
cial procedures are provided for in these other
agreements, the disputes falling under their pro-
visions are not approaohed in accordance with the
convent ion for conciliation prooedure, but» instead,
are handled in conformity with the provisions of
the special agreement,.?'
Many of the treaties signed by the USSR provided
for the appointment of different commissioners for
each session of the commission, despite the fact
that the commissions established by these treaties
meet periodically. They are, in a sense, more per-
manent than the no-called "permanent 11 commissions
constituted by other treaties, which seldom ifever
oonvene •
Each of the countries appoints two persons from
among its own nationals. The sessions are presided
over by one of the nationals of the party in whose
territory the commission is sitting. Meetings are
held alternately in the capitals of the two states.
A session usually lasts fourteen or fifteen days
and is held toward the middle of eaoh year.
Under the system of annual sessions, no appli-
cations are necessary, except when one of the coun-
tries demands an extraordinary session. In that
case, the party requesting the meeting must inform
the other party of the "urgent circumstances" oc-
casioning the request, V7ith regard to ordinary
meetings, each state shall "communicate to the
other, through the diplomatic channel, the list of
questions which it is desired should be dealt with
at the session" (identical in all treaties).
Often experts appointed by the parties are al-
lowed to sit with the commission as advisors. The
conciliation commission usually decides the pro-
cedure of its meetings. Any person is heard, whose
evidence is deemed to be useful. The countries are
obligated to furnish the commission with all data
and assistance found to be necessary.
Allmembers must be present for the proceedings.
Most treaties require a unanimous decision. The
commission submits a joint report on all disputes
referred to it as well as a consolidated settle-
13
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ment proposal on the basis of interpretations that
must be sound at law. (9tl4) It usually recom-
mends that its proposals be aooepted by the two
parties through diplomatic channels. The High Con-
tracting Parties are bound to inform each other
within ninety days as t o whether they accept the
proposals.
There have been some examples of mixed commis-
sions established for a speoific purpose. One was
set up to map the Soviet—Afghanistan boundary by a
convention betweenthe two states. (13*4) The Com-
mission had three persons from each side and was
empowered to decide the ownership of islands. Its
report was subject to approval by the two High Con-
tracting Parties. A similar mixed border commis-
sion was provided for the following year in an
agreement between the Soviet Union and Finland.
(14)
Somewhat different from the preceding disous-
sion is the matter of commercial arbitration which
arises from disputes between non-Communist indi-
viduals or corporations on the one hand and Sov ie t
state trading corporations on the other. As suoh,
it concerns only one state directly
—
the USSR.
The Foreign Trade Arbitration Commission in the
All-Union Chamber of Commerce was established in
Moscow by a decree of 17 June 1932. (2:10) Soviet
agencies transacting business inthe Jnited States,
for example, always include a clause in their con-
tracts with American corporations which provides
that arbitration willtake place only before this
Soviet Commission in Moscow. All decisions are
final and binding.
A post-war trade agreement with Poland contains
a similar provision. Article XIof this agreement,
which was signed on 2 February 1946, by the Min-
ister of Navigation and Foreign Trade of Poland and
the Foreign Trade Board of the Soviet MilitaryAd-
ministration in Germany reads as follows:
Alldisputes arising out of the present
contract or in connection with it shall be
subjected to the pronouncements of an arbi-
tration commission attached to the All-Soviet
Chamber of Commerce in Moscow whose decision
is final and obligatory for both parties. (6)
14
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The most famous case of commercial arbitration
was perhaps that between the Lena. Goldfields Com-
pany, Ltd. and. the USSR, The type of arbitration
agreed upon here was different from the foregoing
illustrations. The Soviets bound themselves in p.
contract to have a three-mar, arbitral comrr.iss ion.
consisting ofa national from each side a.nd a neu-
tral umpire ..2/ The USSR eventually withdrew its
Commissioner, Dr. Chlenov , and never paid the
13,000.000 pounds Sterling which wa s later adjudi-
cated as damages.
It would seem that experiences of this type havs
proven to the Russians that they cannot rely on any
third party to see matters from their point of view.
Therefore, the Communists now keep to their 07;n For-
eign Trade Arbitration Commission, where they are
certain that the verdict will always be made in ac-
cordance with their wishes.
FOOTNOTES
1.' "You observe that nowadays Commissions e.re per-
fected instruments for painting given situ-
ations in the colors desired by their mas-
ters. Our (United Nations ) Commissions re-
flect the ma jority that has been formed hero.
They d o the work which the masters of that
majority give them to do, and Ithink that
this provides a further extension of the par-
allel between Greece and Korea,, The Commis-
sion which you dispatch willhave a ma jority
that willbe a reflection of the majority in
the Assembly." Speech by Bebler (Yugoslavia)
in "Consideration of Dispatch of a Commission. to Korea by the General Assembly. 1' (ll:lll)
.£' "The prooedure laid down in the Polish-Soviet
Agreement of August 3> 1925, for settlement
of frontier disputes shall remain in force.
I
Should they not have been settled amioably
by means laid_down in the above-mentioned
agreement > /i. e« through direct bilateral
negot iations_"7 either Contracting Party r iy
refer them to the Conciliation Commission
provided for in the present artiole..'' USSR-
I
Poland, 23 November, 1932. (5)
2J The three men were Sir Leslie Scott, Dr. S. B ,
Chlenov, and umpire Prof essor Otto Stutzer.fr)
15
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V.'eird and wonderful things are said about the
political ideas of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, in text-
books, in lectures, a n d in student examination
books. The present paper is an attempt to dispel





by considering Rousseau's thinking on the
particular and important subject of monarchy, as
expressed in first his personal attitudes, second
his political theory, and third his practical ad-
vice on the eubjeot. Only after all three of these
approaches have been considered should one attempt
to answer the question: What -was Rousseau's atti-
tude toward monarchy?
We begin withRousseau' s personal attitudes, for
he was a man of strong opinions and feelings. Some
of them he shared with his contemporaries, the phi-
losophes of the Enlightenment. Enlightened thin-
kers and writers in mid-eighteenth century France
did not condemn monarchy per se. The tendency in-
stead was to follow the English political theorist
Locke in rejecting irresponsible and tyrannical ab-
solute raonarohy, while aooepting quite readily en-
lightened, non-tyrannical monarchy, even if it was
absolute. Enlightened despotism might be a welcome
shortcut to the political promised land. A Freder-
ick the Great or a Catherine the Great might be
persuaded to institute by a stroke of the pen the
most far reaching reforms. But the writers of the
Enlightenment stillvoiced a cautious preference,
for example in the Enoyolopldie , for limited mon-
archy, English style, with definite restrictions
on the arbitrary power of king.(l)
Rousseau had no enthus iasm for enlightened des-
potism or for limited monarchy. But he was never-
theless torn by conflicting feelings. His society
was one in which men of letters relied on the pa-
tronage of the high born
—
recall the story of
Samuel Johnson
—
so it is not unusual that he had
high praise for enlightened rulers, and some not
so enlightened, in his early writings, (2) Nor is
it surprising that he accepted a pension from George
17
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111.(3) It is more surprising to Americans cer-
tainly that in his last years a picture of the de-
oidedly undemocratic and illiberalmonarch graced
the wallof Rousseau' s Paris apartment ,(4 ) He might
also have been the beneficiary of another pension
from the thoroughly unenlightened Louis XV, as a
reward for a very successful light opera he wrote,
if he had not declined to appear at oourt. He re-
called inhis Confessions years later his pleasure
in witnessing the enthusiastic reception of his
work by the court, but he had a basic contempt for
court society, for the oourtier type, for royalt ,
favorites.( 5)
Rousseau's enthusiasm was reserved for a simpler
and, he always insisted, a more wholesome society.
Rome and the other sturdy republics of ancient times
he constantly praised in his writings. While the
Corsicans struggled to win their independence, he
undertook the project of vrriting a constitution
for them which would provide that island witha re-
publican and democratic form of government ; and he
was confident that these simple peasants had a won-
derful political future ahead of them a s long as
they remained unspoiled .( 6) Rousseau himself was
a Genevan, and he was fullof admiration and affec-
tion for this non-monarchical Swiss republic He
praised his native city extravagantly in the dedi-
cation of his second Piscours , and in his mature
years he proudly signed his works as "Citizen of
Geneva," untilhe had been condemned by his govern-
ment.
Suchwere Rousseau's personal attitudes and feel-
ings. They reflect a man of high principle. But
he was not only a man with opinions and personal
predilections; he was also a theorist, and it was
as a theorist that he parted company publicly from
the rest of the philosophies most completely. In
the eyes of posterity he has been exclusively a
theorist, and a dogmatic, rigid one. This stereo-
type is one for which he must share responsibility,
for he often wrote in uncompromising and unrealis-
tic terms. "I am seeking Right and reason, Iam
not arguing about facts," he wrote in the original
draft of the Contra t social. (7 ) Yet we should note
at the outset that he was admittedly not a revolu-
tionary. He had no confidence that a society which
had declined from an earlier and better stage could
18




be much improved, and he shrank from the Idea of
revoltttio.ru (8), p. 34. Considering the fact the b
the attack of eighteenth century libera.lisu -t.s di--
rected against absolute monarchy, it is surprising
that Rousseau had really so little t o say on the
subject,, Whether or not he would have spoken and
-written more i'reely and extensively under a less
repressive government is not easily answered. One
can assume that ho would hare done so.- but it is
an open question how much more he might have said.
Yet be lidwrite enough, primarily in his Contrat
socf.al., to enable us to summarise his theory con—
ce r"nit.g mor.archyo
For Rousseau, a fundamental right, justified by
reason, was sovereignty not of the monarch but of
the people 9 whioh for him wa3 a sovereignty which
could not be a liena ted or transferred, not even by
a Lockeian social compact. Any exercise of tha
legislative or lawir.i-king function by any other than
the sovereign people is illegitimatet he insisted.
(9), pp- 250, 296,,
Having determined that the legislative power be-
longed to the sovereign people, Rousseau next turned
to the quits different executive power, the "gov-
ernment," as that term is used in parliamentary
states today. As to whether or not the executive
head of the government should be a monarch, rather
than a group of men (aristooracy
—-
he never uses
the term oligarchy), or the people (democracy),
depended upon circumstances, Following Montesquieu,
for whom he had high praise., Rousseau rejected tho
possibility of theoretically determining what was
the best form of government, and believed that fac-
tors of size : climate, and level of advancement
should determine whether the best form for ?, par-
ticular state was monarchy, aristocracy, or democ-
racy. The last named, democracy, is obviously
suitable only for very small political units such
as a New England town,. (Ho would have called our
state or national government elective aristocracy,)
Monarchy is appropriate for large and underdeveloped
staten., and provides a maximum of vigoz* and con-
centration of power. (9) po. 279-82, 289, 293«
Allof this is in accordance with the thinking
of Montesquieu, But Rousseau went onto argue that
the social contract is not between the people and
their king, as Locke had said, but is an agreement
19
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between and among the people themselves, by which
they have established an organized political sooi-
ety. Thus if there is a monarch, he is not the
sovereign, he has no power to make laws, and he is
not a party to the contract. Instead he is merely
an appointee, without tenure, without a contract,
and subject to dismissal, even if the monarchy is
hereditary .(9 )> pp. 304-6. Rousseau further insis-
ted that there were inevitable tendencies for a king
either to be or to become narrow and malicious, to
want to keep his people backward, for his appoin-
tees to be inferior men, and for the hereditary
principle to bring t o the throne infants and im-
beciles, (9) » PP» 284-7- He insisted that there was
an inherent and inevitable tendency for the govern-
ment, no matter its form, to encroach on the sov-
ereign people. (9) » pp. 2S4-5- In the case of mon-
archy, he bluntly asserted that if one accepts
Aristotle's distinction between a tyrant and a king—
that only a king governs in the interests of his
subjects
—
that there has never existed aking in
the true sense of the word since the beginning of
the world.(9), P- 296.
With such an assertion there is no need to read
between the lines. Here we have the revolutionary
implications of Rousseau, the hardy author of the
Contra t social, the uncompromising political theo-
rist. But note that, as he said in his own defense
later, he never held any particular government up
to contempt ,(10 ) and he wrote other political stud-
ies which present us with a more oautious, a more
conservative ,a decidedly anti-revolutionary Rous-
seau. He was quite aware of the difference between
theory and practice, and he knew there was a time
to "set aside the facts," as he proposed at the be-
ginning of his second Discours,(2), p. 23 and also
a time to be completely practical in the actual
world of uncompromising facts. In the Emile he has
the pupil refer to the Rousseauan political theory
as quite artificial, and the tutor replies that
one must begin by establishing first principles and
then study things as they are.(ll)
An occasion for studying things a s they were,
and our best example of point three (Rousseau's
practical advice on the subject of monarchy) came
when he was asked by a Polish patriot, Count Wiel-
horski, to recommend changes in the oonstitut ion
20





of Poland. That country faced imminent dissolution
and partition by greedy neighbors, as eventually
took place, and Wielhorski hoped by reforms to fore-
stall such a disaster. Rousseau made a thorough
study of the problems involved, and drafted a series
of recommendations in his not very well known but
significant Considerations sur le gouvernement de
Pologne.
The theme of this work o f practical advice is
caution. The proposals made for Poland call only
for incidental ohanges in the government,, Nowhere
is there the radioal theme of rebuilding the Polish
state completely. He refers occasionally to the
basic principles o f the Contrat social, on which
his proposals are based, but there appears none of
the dogmatic harshness of the Contrat social. Po-
land was a monarchy and Rousseau proposed that it
remain such. A large state could not manage, he
wrote, without a king serving for life. (12), p.
372. But he was insistent that Poland keep its
elective monarchy, and make it truly elective. The
point is significant. Eighteenth century Poland
has been oriticized ever since for the weakness of
having an eleoted king, Rousseau, however, saw this
as a source of strength in checking what he saw in
monarchy as the "habitual tendenoy in the direction
of despotism." (12),p. 3&0, He pessimistically as-
sumed that each king would take steps in the direc-
tion of arbitrary power. But a particular king's
death and the election of his suocessor would undo
what had been done during his reign, so that no
permanent progress toward despoti sm developed. Hei»-
editary monarchy would operate otherwise, and was
therefore incompatible with liberty, Rousseau in-
sisted. (12), p. 374 « So ne recommended that the
son of a king be forever forbidden to rule.(12),
P« 375 • He further suggested that the king be cho-
sen from among those who have risen to the highest
rank inthe government, three names to be drawn at
random from the group and the diet then electing
one of the three immediately, before there was any
opportunity for bribery or corrupt ion. (12), pp.
408-10.
Tn order to further guarantee that the liberties
of the Poles would not be usurped by the monarch,
Rousseaumade specific suggestions for limiting the
king's power, such as restricting his power of ap-
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pointment and setting fixed meeting times for the
legislative authority so it need not wait for the
royal call.(12), pp. 372-3 » 376-6. The inevitable
misfortune that a king is an enemy of liberty could
be considerably lessened, he announced, if the
changes he suggested were made.(l2), p. 372»
This then was Rousseau's practical approach to
monarchy. We could use more information than we
have, and we should like to have his testimony on
the subject taken under some sort of retroactive
historical immunity law so that we oould be sure
he was speaking freely and frankly. If his Con-
sideVations sur le gouvernement de Pologne is of
value, how much more revealing would be a frank and
outspoken Considerations sur le gouvernement de
France .
Rousseau ha s been charged with inconsistency in
his discussions of government. What are the facts?
It is the writer's opinion that there is no more
inconsistency tnan one might expect under the cir-
cumstances between and among personal attitudes
and feelings, theories, and practical advice. Let
the completely consistent political theorist cast
the first stone. Rousseau had no love for monarchy;
he saved his affection for simple republics. But
he could adjust to monarchy when it was necessary.
When he wrote on the level of theory, he accepted
monarchy for certain kinds of states, providing the
sovereign lawmaking power remained in the hands of
the people; but he insisted that there was a natural
tendenoy for even the best monarchy to degenerate.
Here we are close to the heart of Rousseau's thought.
Society, he always maintained, has
—
in spite of
superficial advances in the arts and technology
—
declined from its natural simplicity. Eighteenth
century monarchy, he would have said, is a good
illustration of what is wrong with a supposedly
advanced society. He always insisted, however,
that one cannot reverse the trend; one cannot re-
turn to an earlier simplicity and perfeotion. ( 8),
p. 33- Thus, when he was called upon to suggest
reforms in the Polish government, he rejected any
idea of fundamental ohange. It is this writer's
conclusion that such might have been his recommen-
dation for France if he had lived until the Revo-
lution, and credenoe is thus given to those anti-
revolutionaries in1789 w&° argued that ifRousseau
22





were still alive he -would have opposed the Revo-
lution. (l3) One can guess, on the basis of his
Polish recommendations, that he would have had no
enthusiasm for the fundamental changes of the Revo-
lution. But at the same time he probably ¦would have
been very much interested in the many incidental
reforms proposed. He would have been repelled by
the violence, but at the same time his highly emo-
tional and idealistic approach to life might have
made him a ready or at least reluctant convert to
the optimistio and emotional fervor of the first
years of the revolution.
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Sidney J. Fields
University of Arkansas School of Medicine
Psychologists have away of acting amazingly like
people. They can, and do, aoquire stereotyped be-
havior of thought and speech. They can develop hab-
its that are appropriate inone setting, then carry
these habits over into changed situations where they
are no longer appropriate. And they can use self-
defeating techniques without awareness of what they
are doing. Just like people.
A case in point is the occurrence o f the word
"testing" and the phrase "test battery" inpsyoho-
logical language and literature. "Testing" and
"test battery" have become stereotyped forms of
expression whioh are over-worked and loosely used.
They became a part of working psychology at a time
when successful aggression was the nation's goal,
but have been carried over into what is now a per-
iod of relative peaoe. And they remain in popular
usage even though they often serve to impair the
psychologist-client relationship in the diagnostic
examination.
Clinical psychology as we know it now appears
to have been largely an outgrowth of World War II
(3» 5, 10)o For example, in 1939, just before the
war, Louttit was drawn to oonclude that "American
psychology, generally speaking, has not been great-
ly interested in practical problems of human be-
havior" (3:36l). Our involvement in World War II
rapidly changed that state of psychological aloof-
ness from life.Psychology mobilized its resources
and applied them in the nation's fight for survi-
val.
It was in this period in the development of cli-
nical psychology that "mental testing" gave way to
"personality evaluation" so far as the clinician
was oonoerned. He became increasingly aware that
"mental testing," with its restricted emphasis on
the functions of the intelleot, left muoh of per-
sonality and human behavior unexplored and unas-
sessed 8 He sought ways and means to fillout the
personality picture and in doing so came to recog-
nize more clearly than ever before the importance
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of motivation, both conscious and unconscious . And
as his professional sophistication increased he be-
gan also to appreciate the influence of motivation
in the inter-personal relationship of the diagnos-
tic examination. Let us return to this point later.
We begin to see how easy itwas, with their back-
ground in the "mental testing" movement, for clini-
cal psychologists to retain "tests" and "testing"
in their working vocabularies. And to the extent
that tests, that is to say, standardized measures,
are applied in the diagnostic study there is, of
course, justification for such language. But does
the qualified clinician restrict himself to stan-
dardized measures of known reliability and valid-
ity? Are the Rorschach and TAT "tests" in the
strict sense of the word? They are not.
The word "battery" inconnect ion with tests seems
to have arisen in the same oontext. It is not hard
to understand the special appeal of "battery" in
the psychological climate of a nation geared to the
oonduct of total warfare. It was entirely consis-
tent with the spirit of the day, which encouraged
open aggression and welcomed successful hostility.
For the nation's safety the enemy had to be attacked
and vanquished. This was natural. But was it ever
intended that our concept of the enemy, the object
of attaok, shou Idinclude persons referred for psy-
chological examination? Probably not. Yet this,
in a sense, is what happened. Where psychological
assessment was required, people were "tested" and
subjected to "test batteries" as never before. Psy-
chologists were intent on winning their immediate
objectives over all opposition, and it seems not
to have occurred to most of them to question the
effect such language, and the attitudes reflected
by suoh language, might have on their clients or
patients •
"Tests," "testing," and "test battery," having
made their appearance during World War II, still
continue to appear in psychological publications
and remain popular in the working vocabulary of
many practicing psychologists (l, O, 7» 8» % 10) o
Let us return now to the matter o f motivation
and consider its influence in the diagnostic exami-
nation. It may be said that the clinician attempts
to do three things when he sees a client or patient
who has been referred for diagnostic study. One,
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he attempts to assess intellectual functions, that
is to say, the patient's intelligence, his ability
to learn, his various capacities, and so on. Two,
he attempts to evaluate the nonintellective factors.
That is to say, the feelings, attitudes, etc. Three,
he tries to integrate these in such a way as to
obtain a comprehensive, meaningful picture of the
patient's personality and behavior, as it is now
and also as it might be under certain known condi-
tions. The success of the clinical psychologist
in achieving these aims, and therefore the success
of the diagnostic interview in terms of the ac-
curacy and consequently the usefulness of the find-
ings, depends on several factors of which the pa-
tient's motivation is only one, but it is an impor-
tant one.
Most clinical psychologists fully recognize the
importance of motivation. Hence they devote time
and attention in a deliberate effort to establish
an effective relationship with the patient at the
time of initial contact with him. Essentially this
means putting the patient at ease, allaying his
fears, reduoing his anxiety. For unless a patient
can be brought to the point of aotive and willing,
even enthusiastic, participation the usefulness of
the interview is apt to be limited indeed. It is
common practice for the psychologist to spend the
first few minutes of a diagnostic study in a con-
scious effort to engage the person's interest and
to encourage in him the attitude of wanting to do
the best he can. The fruitfulness of the entire
diagnostic period is largely determined by what
happens during these first few minutes of the ex-
amination.
The dynamics of the inter
-
personal relations
during the first few minutes and, indeed, of the en-
tire period of the examination has been discussed
by several authors (l, 2, 4, 8, 9)» But none of
these seem to recognize that the dynamics o f the
inter-personal relationship in the examining situ-
ation are also greatly influencedby factors oper-
ating before the patient arrives. The manner of
referral, the preparation of the patient for what
is to oome, cogent and pertinent though it is, has
been almost entirely neglected in their writings.
Let us acknowledge that what transpires before
the patient reaches the psychologist has something
27
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to do with what happens after he gets there, and
that the manner of referral therefore is not to be
overlooked. By manner of referral is meant both
the attitude and the language used by the persons
involved in making the appointment. The language
of the referral and the feelings and attitudes which
language conveys can facilitate or impede the psy-
chodiagnostio process, depending on how itaffects
the patient.
The physician who refers a patient for psycho-
logioal "tests" or "testing" may do so because it
provides him with a certain sense of security. He
is, after all, accustomed to ordering laboratory
tests when indicated and has come to rely on these
tests to yield definitive results. To this kind
of physician in search of technical assistance tests
are tests
—
and it is apt to make little differ-
ence whether they are physiological or psycholog-
ical.
There was a time roughly prior to World War II
when diagnos is did depend almost exclusively on the
use of intelligence tests, and these were oommonly
expected to reveal a great deal more about the in-
dividual personality than they were originally de-
signed to do. But our knowledge and understanding
has advanced and diagnostic practice has altered
accordingly. In the present-day approach where the
importance of nonintellective factors such as feel-
ings and attitudes are more fully recognized, the
clinicianuses not only intelligence tests but other
instruments as well. These other instruments are
known collectively as the protective techniques and
are utilized as extensively as intelligence tests
proper. So it is not only inacourate to suggest
to a patient that he is being sent "to take some
tests" or even "a battery of tests"; it is also
actually misleading.
Psychologists are themselves partly to blame
for the continued use of these terms. You will
probably have noticed that the word "test" appears
in the names of certain protective devices, the
Thematic Apperception Test f orexample. "Rorschaoh
testing" is a commonplace in professional writing.
This is quite loose usage. Yet if psychologists
adopt these verbalisms, is it at all surprising
that others take the cue and use them also?
Another and more powerful objection to suoh ter-
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A
minology is that it tends to establish a negative
attitude in advance. This may be attributed to the
connotation which each word bears. For example,
to be "tested" oonveys the notion that in some way
the person is to be taxed, or exhausted, or strained
to the limit. And "test battery" even more carries
the notion of threat for the patient, adult or child.
Since allhuman beings seek to avoid threat either
by fight or by flight, it is clear that neither of
these reactions establish in the patient the proper
frame of mind with which to approach the diagnostic
examina tion.
It cannot, be argued that in communicating with
other professional people who make referrals to the
psychologist we are compelled to employ such nega-
tively colored speech, however much it may impair
the psychologist-patient relationship, because there
is lacking a more appropriate terminology. Refer-
rals can be phraaed so as to engender positive, or
at least neutral, attitudes. More appropriate lan-
guage is available and oan be used in place of the
other. For example, "test" can be replaced by any
of the following: psychological examination, di-
agnostic interview, psychological assessment, eval-
uation, study, or work—up. Instead of "test bat-
tery" there is assessment seriesor even the longer
psyoho diagnostic series. These do not exhaust the
possibilities by any means; they are offered only
to show that it oan be done.
The effort to watch our language should be re-
paid twofold: first, in the time saved in reaching
a working relationship with our patients in indi-
vidual psychological examinations, thua permitting
the wider use of the clinical psychologist's ser-
vices; and seoond, in the greater validity of the
findings resulting from them.
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PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST ESTIMATES OF LEVEL OF
PERFORMANCE ONAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Donald H. Kausler
Universityof Arkansas
When students take a subject-matter test in a
college course, an experimenter is provided with
an excellent opportunity for studying level of as-
piration and its derivatives. A number of experi-
menters have investigated goal-setting behavior and
achievement judgment following the test in such a
classroom laboratory. The usual procedure is to
have the subjects (students) estimate their per-
formance before beginning the test (level of aspi-
ration) and again after completing the test (a-
chievement judgment).
In the present study, the subjects were required
to estimate the class average both before and after
taking the test, in addition to estimating their
own personal performance. Thus each subjeot's es-
timate of his own performance could be investigated
in terms of the direction and magnitude of devia-
tion from the average as estimated by him.
A number of problems were investigated in this
study. This paper is concerned with two of these
problems. They are:
1. The nature of the deviation score be-
tween estimates of class average and personal
performance in the pre-test situation as com-
pared to the post-test situation.
2. The correlation between pre-test esti-
mates and post-test estimates for both the
average score and personal score.
PROCEDURE
The subjects were 42 students ,both male and fe-
male, in the experimenter's Psychology of Adoles-
oence class. The data for nine other students had
to be discarded for failure to follow instructions.
The test used was the second regular course ex-
amination during the semester. Before the tests
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were passed out, the experimenter read the follow-
ing instructions:
"There are 7° questions on this test. The
test is similar in nature to your previous
test and should be approximately as difficult
as your last test. Estimate what you think
the class average willbe on this test. Write
this figure on the back of your test paper.
Now estimate what you think your own grade
on the test willbe. Write this figure on
the back of your test paper."
Following the test, these instructions were read:
"Having taken the test, estimate onoe more
what you think the class average willbe and
what you think your own grade willbe. Write
these figures on the back of your test paper."
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Problem 1. The means and standard deviations
were determined for each of the four estimates,
and their values are presented in the table below.
The estimates are abbreviateda Xpre and Xpost for
the personal estimates and Apre and Apost for the
class average estimates.
SUMMARY DATA FOR PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES
Apre Xpre Apost Xpost
M. 51.74 54.24 51.71 53.14
S. D. 5.53 6.09 6.25 7.12
The difference between Xpre and Apre and the dif-
ference between Xpost and Apost were analyzed for
significance by means of the _t test (using the dif-
ference method since the scores are correlated).
These differences are 2,50 and 1.43 and yield t
'
3.
of 2.50 (significant at the .05 level) and l7o"H
(not significant at the .05 level), respectively.




Standard error of the difference
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The hypothesis is suggested for further study-
that pre-test estimates of performance are more
optimistio and more likelyto exceed the reference
point of average performance than are post -test
estimates of performance.
Problem 2. The correlation coefficient between
Apre and Apost was found to be .91. The correlation
coefficient between Xpre and Xpost was found to be
.76. Both coefficients are significant at the .01
level. The high relationship between the pre-test
and post— test estimates suggests the hypothesis
that a common expectancy set operates to influence
allof the estimates and that this set is relatively
unaffected by actual achievement en the test. Ad-
ditional evidence for this hypothesis is found in
the low correlation (.31) between Xpost and actual
grade on the test.
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ATTITUDE CHANGES TOWARD MENTAL HEALTH




This paper is the result of a short and super-
ficialexcursion into the field of attitude measure-
ment. Ever sinoe the writer began teaching courses
in abnormal psychology, he has been interested in
the general effectiveness of such courses for the
promotion o f mental health. One important facet
of this question is the role that abnormal psy-
chology might play in correcting faulty attitudes
toward mental illness. When Woodward(l) published
a mental health questionnaire developed by the Ro-
per Agency in their study on mental health atti-
tudes in Louisville, the writer saw a convenient
tool for exploring this phase of the problem. How-
ever, since there has been no published data on the
discriminative velue of the Roper questionnaire on
a college population, it seemed best to begin cau-
tiously and refrain from any sort of an elaborate
experimental design. Thus, the initial step was
essentially a pilot study to investigate a poten-
tial lead and pave the way fora more rigorous an-
alysis of the problem. The findings presented here,
then, should be considered solely as sugge stive and
not definitive.
SUBJECTS
The subjects for this pilot study were 53 upper-
division oollege students, both men and women, en-
rolled in a class of abnormal psychology at the
University of Arkansas. This course, which had
general psychology a s its only prerequisite, was
strictly service-oriented; that is, primarily de-
signed for non-majors in psychology. The composi-
tion of the class was a fairly good cross-section
of upper-classmen on the campus.
PROCEDURE
At the beginning of the course, the Roper ques-
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tionnaire was presented to the subjects in a single
group session. The entire questionnaire consisted
of 9 questions and is reproduced in the appendix.
At the end of the course, the questionnaire wa s
presented again to the subjects in a single group
session. Approximately HO minutes was needed to
fillout the questionnaire on each presentation.
RESULTS
A crude sooring scheme was devised for evalu-
ating the questionnaires. The correct response to
each question was worth four points; all other re-
sponses were scored 0, The correct or preferable
response for each question was determined by unan-
imous agreement among three judges, selected from
the staff of the Psychology Department at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas • In Question 9> since the sub-
ject was asked to make four choices, eaoh correct
choice was assigned a scoring value of 1.
Not all of the questions on the test were tab-
ulated in the results. The judges felt that Ques-
tion lwas primarilyan information question, which
reflected more of the student's knowledge of the
course than his attitudes. Questions 3» 7» ai*<* 8
were eliminated because of some disagreement among
the judges in evaluating them. It became apparent
that the same response to these items oould very
readily refleot wide diversity of attitudes- some
positive in oharacter and others negative. Hence,
the questions that were ultimately used in the test
were Questions 2, 4, 5» 6, and 9» The Correct re-















Choices "b," "d," "f," n g,M
"i," wm."
The maximum total score was 20. This score would
be interpreted to mean that the student's responses
reflected the best possible attitude toward mental
health. Table 1 presents each subject's scores on
the questionnaire on both his initialperformance
and his retest performance.
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A t-test was run between the means of the two
performances and a t-value of 3»82 was obtained.
This was s ignificant at beyond the 1 per cent level
of confidence, "t" was obtained by the formula
Md ("t" for correlated
/ EXzd pairs of measures)
./ N(N - l)
DISCUSSION
In addition to the evaluation of the group dif-
ferences in performance, some analysis of individ-
ual scores was undertaken to providea more complete
picture. One suoh treatment involved dividing the
scores on the group's first performance into two
categories representing good and poor performance.
With l6 total points as a cutting score, it was
found that 16 of the 53 subjects scored l6 or higher
and the remaining 3/ scored less than l6 total
points. The mean score of the poor group was 9 •73
on the first performance; on the second performance,
their mean score jumped to 14.14. This very dra-
matic shift was significant at well beyond the 1
per cent level of confidence.
An examination of individual records showed that
32 of the subjects in the poor group received higher
scores on their second performance, three subjects
retained their same score, and two subjects ob-
tained lower scores.
The findings in this preliminary report were
most encouraging in suggesting the part that a
course in abnormal psychology might play in the
modification of attitudes toward mental health.
Many factors were not controlled, so the results
cannot be unequivocally interpreted, but the ori-
ginal purpose was achieved in providing evidence
for a promising lead to a more fruitful study.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SCORES OF SUBJECTS
ON MENTAL HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE
Sub- Test Scores Sub- Test Scores Sub- Test Scores
jects First Second jects First Second jects First Second
1 10 10 19 14 19 37 11 12
2 11 11 20 5 11 38 16 19
3 15 15 21 12 20 39 20 20
4 8 16 22 11 12 40 20 18
5 14 15 23 10 15 41 20 16
6 4 19 24 11 14 42 20 16
7 10 l6 25 7 14 43 20 l6
8 12 l6 26 15 19 44 l6 l6
9 14 20 27 6 9 45 18 18
10 14 18 28 3 7 46 16 l6
11 11 14 29 7 14 47 l6 20
12 8 12 30 13 20 48 l6 19
13 6 10 31 10 15 49 16 20
14 5 19 32 11 14 50 l6 12
15 14 19 33 7 1° 51 19 16
16 14 20 34 8 14 52 18 15
17 7 12 35 7 3 53 18 10
18 5 10 3o 10 9
Mean 12.17 14.91
S. D. .66 .54
CCw Jact. o X)« C« oU oO 0)o tocoCO CO<U O rH ifVvOLT\CT\VO\O O 00 WO <J\OSO (VIOHHHHHHHHCJHHHHHrHfMHrHO r4 iT\CO it*t Q M* •* r4 COVQlTkt «fr X^lTkHHH H HHHf-4r-< Hf-410£> O3 4) HNto^r irvsO J^oo o\o hcjc^^ lcvo^cdr4r-4r4Hrir4r4r-ir4
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APPENDIX
ROPER QUESTIONNAIRE ON MENTAL HEALTH
1. There are all sorts of opinions about men-
tal illness and what causes it. Below are three
such opinions* Indicate whether you think they
are more true than false, or more false than true.
Don't
True False Know
(a) Most mental illness is
inherited
(b) Most hospitals for the
mentally illtreat their
patients very badly ....
(c) There are not enough
doctors and hospitals in
Arkansas to give proper
care and treatment to
all people in Arkansas
who are mentally illto-
day
2. Which do you think is the best thing to do
with sex criminals, send them to a hospital or to
a jail? Hospital Jail Other Don't
know .
3# Suppose that a member of your family became
mentally ill. Do you think that you would tell
your friends and acquaintances about it, just as if
he had heart trouble or asthma, or would you try
to keep it as quiet as possible? Tell it to friends
Keep quiet Don't know
4. Mrs. B. had always beena little suspicious
and inclined to take the worst view of things, but
she had led a fairly happy married life until she
began to aocuse her husband of not loving her any
more. When she saw him speak politely to an attrac-
tive widow next door, Mrs. B. waited until he had
left, got hold o f his gun and then went over and
threatened to killthe widow. Mrs, B.'s husband
hadn't done any thing wrong and doesn't know what
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to do about her. Here are some things various people
have suggested might be done with Mrs, B. If only
one thing on the list could be done, which one do
you think it would be best to do? (Check one)
(a) Her minister or priest should be
called in to talk with her »••••
(b) The husband should give her a good
talking to and then wait to see if
her jealousy won't blow over
(c) The family doctor should be called to
see if he oan't give her something to
calm her nerves •
(d) The husband should stay home with his
wife to prove that he really loves
her . ••••• ....
(e) She should be taken to a mental hos-
pital where she can be treated and
where she can't harm anyone ........
(f) The police should be called immedi-
ately to lock up Mrs. B. until she
calms down
(g) Idon't know what should be done
5. Mr. G. is a 52 year-old machinist who has
always been a hard worker and who has worrieda lot
about making both ends meet for his large family.
One day his job at the plant was given to someone
else, and he was told by him employer that he was
no longer needed. After this had happened he be-
came very depressed, accused himself of being a
complete failure, and worthless to his family. He
refused to look for another job or take an interest
in anything and finally tried to commit suicide.
Here are some things that various people have sug-
gested might be done about Mr. G. If only one thing
on the list could be done, which do you think it
"would be best to do? (Check one)
(a) His family and friends should give
him a good pep talk and urge him to
look for another job
(b) He should go to his family doctor to
find out if there is a physical ill-
ness that is making him feel badly ..
(c) He should have a good long rest away
from his family responsibilities and
worries
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(d) He should be given plenty of time to
recover from the shock of losing his
job, and then he'll be all right
again
(e) He should be sent to a psychiatrist
for consultation and treatment
(f) He should be sent to a mental hospi-
tal or asylum until he is better ..•
(g) Idon't know what should be done
6. A fifteen-year-old boy who has been in trou-
ble repeatedly for staying away from school and has
recently stolen an automobile. Here are some things
various people have suggested might be done about
this boy. If only one thing on this list could be
done, whioh one do you think it would be best to
do? (Check one)
(a) See to it that he joins a boy's club
and is encouraged in sports and other
worthwhile activities
(b) Have a psychiatrist find out why he
behaves that way and then try to
change his attitudes and behavior •
(c) Put him on juvenile probation and
have a probation officer check up on
him frequently
d) Send him away to a reformatory .....
e) Have his father give him a good old-
fashioned whipping
(f) Punish his parents by sending them to
jail if he does anything else that's
bad
(g) Idon't know what should be done
7» "It's always worth while to get a psychia-
trist's help when someone begins to act queerly or
get strange ideas." On the whole, do you think
that this statement is more true than false, or
more false than true? (Check one)
True False Don't know
8. If you said "false" or "don't know" to ques-
tion 7, why do you feel that it's not always worth
while to get a psychiatrist
'
s help when someone be-
gins to act queerly?
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9. If a city or state government decided to
spend a lot of money to help prevent mental illness,
which four of the kinds of people on this list would
you like to see on the committee that was to decide
how to spend the money? (Check four)
(a) A priest, Minister, or rabbi
(b) A psychiatrist
( c ) A mother
(d A mental hygienist
e A school principal
f A psychologist
g A sociologist
h A family doctor
(i) A social worker
(j) A juvenile court judge
(k) A businessman




(l) Woodward, J.L. 1951» Changing ideas on men-
tal illness and its treatment, Amer. Soo,
Rev. 16:443-454.
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A Contribution Toward a Monograph of
the Ticks of Arkansas
J. L. Lancaster, Jr.
University of Arkansas
The lone star tick probably accounts for95 per
cent or more of the total tick population in Arkan-
sas. No person, his pets, or domestic animals are
immune from attack. It is not only a pest; it may
also transmit tularemia and Rooky Mountain fever
(Calhoun, 1955).
IDENTIFICATION
The lone star tick derives its name from the
conspicuous -white spot in the posterior angle of
the scutum of the female. Often this spot has tinges
of green or red. The male is characteristically
marked by two horseshoe shaped areas a t the pos-
terior-lateral portion of the body. The whitish
spots which form the horseshoe outline may also
have tinges of green or red. Usually these mark-
ings on both sexes are very white and contrast
sharply with the reddish or reddish-brown back-
ground of the body.
The palpi of all stages are long, the second
segment being much longer than the other segments.
This condition is typical of the genus Amblyomma.
Since species other than the lone star are seldom
taken in Arkansas, this oharaoter is of use indis-
tinguishing the lone star nymphs and larvae from
the immature stages of other ticks.
The synonomy of the species and the characters
of allstages are given by Cooley and Kohls (1944),
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
This tick is primarily southern in distribu-
tion. It is definitely the most important tick
species in Arkansas and probably of the neighbor-
ing states of Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Tennessee,
Mississippi, and Louisiana. According to Hooker,
et,al. (1912) the type locality for the species
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is Pennsylvania or New Jersey. One speoimen is
reported from Labrador and it has been collected
in Guatemala, Guiana, Brazil, and Mexico ( Cooley
and Kohls, 1944).
In Arkansas it occurs wherever the habitat is
suitable. Aocording to Calhoun (1954) there are
fewer ticks in eastern Arkansas.
HOSTS
The records of collections show that dogs, cat-
tle, men, and horses are most frequent hosts and in
that order of importance. Ground birds are hosts,
particularly to the larval stage (Calhoun 1954).
Young chickens have proven to be excellent hosts
for feeding this stage when maintaining cultures.
The cottontail rabbit is host to the immature stages
but the writer has not found an adult from the ex-
amination of twenty rabbits, Cooley and Kohls
(1944) report one male from a cottontail and one
hundred adults from a "rabbit,"
LIFE AND PERSONAL HISTORY INARKANSAS
The ticks pass through the winter as unfed nymphs
or adults. Spring collections indicate a ratio of
about two nymphs to each adult. They do not pass
through the winter as larvae. The overwintered a-
dults begin to attach to cattle in mid-December in
northwestern Arkansas and the first females com-
plete engorgement about raid-February. Attachment
and engorging of adults continues until early July,
The females complete engorgement and drop from the
host to the ground where the eggs are deposited in
large masses. Under summer conditions of tempera-
ture the preoviposition period is about a week and
the oviposition period is eleven days. Hatching
of the eggs requires 25 days.
The young larvae tend to b e gregarious, often
forming a tight mass of tiny ticks which pass through
a pre-feeding period. Then the mass moves u p on
low growing grasses or shrubs where the mass hangs
ever ready t 0 drop onto a small animal that may
pass by. Once on the animal they feed to repletion
and drop off in an average of four days.
Molting t 0 the nymphas stage requires twelve
days. Since the engorged larvae, from which they
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develop, may be scattered or dropped ina cluster,
depending on the activity of the host, the nymphs
tend to be less gregarious. However, have
been taken in a spaoe of less than a square yard.
This stage must also find a host; the host may be
a rabbit, dog, or large animal. Cattle sometimes
are infested with large numbers of these ticks.
The nymph requires four days to complete feeding,
then it drops to the ground.
Molting to the adult stage takdfl twenty -one
days. The adults of a current season ordinarily
do not feed, but pass through the winter. It is
believed that cessation of feeding is a response
to day-length (Lancaster 1955 )» Feeding of the a-
dult the following spring may take as few as six
days or as long as sixteen days. This apparently
depends on how favorable the s ite of attachment is
and on whether or not mating oocurs. Once the fe-
male has become attached she does not move. After
feeding a short while she is then ready to be fer-
tilized. Once fertilization occurs the females
complete feeding often within a few hours.
Larvae are most plentiful in August; nymphs in
April, May, and August; and adults April through
June. Larvae have been found from June 10 to Oc-
tober 3^« None of the life history stages are
readily found in northwestern Arkansas in November
and early December.
HABITAT
It has been found (Lancaster 1955) that about
70 per cent of the ticks colleoted were taken from
the brush. Only one to one and one-half per cent
were found in open situations such as improved pas-
tures. It is also illustrated that where no cat-
tle were kept the tick population tends to be less.
In wooded areas near Huntsville where no cattle
had been grazed there were practically no ticks,
whereas in woods located in grazing areas, large
numbers of ticks were found.
Laboratory and field studies ( Lancaster and Me
-
Killan, 1955) indioate that for the habitat to be
suitable the relative humidity must be high* These
studies show that there is a relationship between
ground cover and relative humidity. In open pas-
ture 0 n the days records were made, the relative
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humidity averaged 32 per oent, rarely ever going
over 60 per oent. This low humidity in the labora-
tory prevented oviposition and larvae were unable
to survive any prolonged period of exposure to it.
This accounts for finding most of the ticks in the
brushy or wooded areas.
CONTROL
The control of this tick is reasonably well
worked out for the situations where control is de-
sired, There are essentially three types of con-
trol situations. These are personal protection,
protection of pets, and protection of cattle.
The simplest and most effective means of secur-
ing personal protection is to avoid areas where
large numbers of ticks occur. When this method be-
comes undesirable, the use of repellents applied
to skin or clothing willprovide a high degree of
protedtion. Any commercial repellent containing
appreciable amounts of dimethyl phthalate is ade-
quate for short exposures to tick infestation. For
persons who must work 0 r remain in "ticky" areas
for long periods, olothing treatment with a for-
mula containing N-Butylaoetanilide has been shown
to be effective for nearly two weeks (Brennan,
1948). This material cannot be applied directly
to the skin.
Protection of pets may be accomplished by fre-
quent observation and treat ing witha rotenone dust
or dip. Hunting dogs, such as beagles, fox or coon
hounds, and bird dogs, should be treated frequently
enough to prevent the adult females from dropping
off and depositing eggs. These eggs hatch and cre-
ate tick infestations in lawns. Asa general rule,
treatment of hunting dogs should be made not later
than one week after exposure to infestation.
If a tick infestation does develop in a lawn,
sprayingwith DDT, chlordane, or dieldrin willwipe
it out if the application is thorough.
The recommendation for the protection of dairy
cows is to pasture them on open, improved pastures
which can be mowed. This is in line with the pro-
grams of the dairy husbandrymen and agronomists.
The effectiveness of this is illustrated by the
data already presented.
Where open, improved pastures are not obtainable
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for dairy cows, methoxychlor at the rate of 8 pounds
of 5^ per cent wettable powder or l-l/2 pounds of
25 per cent lindane wettable powder in100 gallons
of water is recommended as a spray. If desired, a
mixture of these two ingredients can be applied.
Such a mixture combines the quiok-killing effect
of the lindane with the longer residual of the
methoxychlor. Applications should b e made every
three weeks from the time ticks begin to attach to
the cows in spring until July 1.
On beef cattle the principal recommendation is
to spray with toxaphene at a rate of 10 pounds of
40 per cent wettable powder in100 gallons of water
every three weeks. Use of toxaphene is not permis-
sible on producing dairy cows because of possible
milk contamination. Chlordane, DDT, 0 r BHC or a
combination of DDT-BHC may be used on beef cattle
(Barnes, 1952).
SUMMARY
The life and seasonal history of the lone star
tick is given as it occurs in the vicinity of Fay-
etteville, Arkansas. Laboratory and field studies
on the effect of humidity illustrate the importance
of this factor as itaffects the abundance of this
species .
Control measures for personal protection, pro-
tection of pets and domestic animals are given. .
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BOTANICAL ASPECTS OF MASSARD PRAIRIE, ARKANSAS
Ruth Armstrong




Prairies have long attracted the attention of
botanists, largely because of their distinctive
flora. But when a prairie occurs within an area
that is predominantly forested, it is likely to
arouse unusual interest a nd pose interesting ques-
tions. Certain areas in Arkansas have been per-
sistently covered with prairie vegetation since
before the arrival of white men. Massard prairie
is one suoh area. The present study was undertaken
to obtain definite data concerning the present
plant cover, that it may b e used for comparison
with other such areas and with descriptions made
by the earliest botanists to visit the area, Cli-
matio data are included in the hope that they may
aid in accounting for the occurrence and phenology
of the plants of the prairie.
HISTORICAL
The first descriptive account of the prairie
areas of the Fort Smith region was given by Thomas
Nuttall (1819), who was the first botanist to visit
the Arkansas territory. His account of the prair-
ies in this area was not so complete as that of
Grand Prairie in southeastern Arkansas, but he did
note the similarity of the vegetation. This will
afford opportunity for study of ohanges over more
than a century.
In I856, Lesquereux described several counties
including prairies and his descriptions coincide
very closely with those of Nuttall.
*This paper is based on the work and thesis of the
senior author as part requirement for the M.S. de-
gree. It has been condensed and brought down to
date by the junior author.
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In the Geological Survey of Arkansas, 1880, Sar-
gent presented a map of the State snowing the for-
ested and the prairie areas. This nap> Plate I,
was among the first to give a olear concept of the
size and location of the original prairie areas of
the State. Except for the fact that some of these
areas have been put into cultivation, there is lit-
tle apparent change in them since that time,
MASSARD PRAIRIE
The present studies were limited to a portion
of a prairie in the northern part of Sebastian
County, about six miles south of Fort Smith, de-
signated locally as Massard Prairie. This prairie
comprises approximately IO^uO acres and extends
about six and one-half miles east and west and two
to three miles north and souths It is traversed
by Highway 71 i-n 'tne western half and by the Fort
Smith and Western Railroad paralleling the high-
way. This area was chosen because it is a typical
prairie area that had been continuously owned and
occupied by the same family for 150 years, and it
was near enough to Fort Smith that frequent obser-
vations could be made.
Massard Prairie has the appearance of a basin
nestled between two hills, known locally as Wolf
Mountain and South Ridge, which have elevations of
about 600 feet above sea level. The elevation of
the prairie proper averages about feet. This
prairie is out from southwest to northeast by Mas-
sard Creek, whose waters have been impounded by
several earthen dams. The surface of the prairie
is gently rolling and dotted with numerous small
mounds which have been designated "pimple hills."
These are quite prominent; sometimes there are as
many as fifteen in an acre t They are approximately
three to four feet in height and average twenty
feet in diameter.
PROCEDURE
Studies of the vegetation were begun in the fall
of 1939 and continued throughout the growing season
of 1940. During the winter of 1939-40 observations
of winter developments were made, and records of
blossoming were kept throughout the growing season
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of 1940. Before the growing season, these obser-
vations were made either at four week or two week
ntervals, but during the growing season they were
made eaoh week. Comparative observations we re made
f (l) the growth inareas frequently out over for
iay and areas not out over; (2/ the different topo-
raphical areas, such as high and low prairies, and
3) the vegetation of the "pimple hills." Speci-
mens were collected and pressed for later identi-
fication and study. These were deposited in the
University of Arkansas Herbarium.
I
Ecological data secured include reoords of tern-
erature, rainfall, evaporation, and soil aoidity.
he effect of fires on the vegetation was noted,
nformation about them was secured from the far-
ers, railroad attorneys, and claim agents.
OBSERVATIONS
PHENOLOGY: The successions of blooms on the
prairie was most striking from March until Septem-
ber. The low white patches of Draba oaroliniana , in
March, were the first to appear. No thoscordum and
Sis yrinch ium were extremely abundant in April and
overed several hundreds of aores. As these began
to disappear in late April, the prairie presented
quilt-like pattern o f patches of blue Phacelia
labra and white Arenaria pa tula var. robus ta. Both
f these were found in low moisi areas. Golden
tatohes were made by Selenia aurea and Corydalis
rystalllna which occurred on higher and better
rained places, as the "pimple hills." The bap-
isias appeared indifferent areas --> _B_. leuoantha
in poorer soil, B_, sphaerooarpa along the highway
nd ditches, and B_. leucophaea* on well— dra ined
oil. A small group oT Nemastylis 00 e lest ina with
heir pale violet flowers and peouliar habit of
lossoming were seen. These opened about five in
he afternoon, remained open for only about an hour,
nd then twisted and died. This is one of the many
'lowers first described and named by Thomas Nuttall
rom material found on these Arkansas prairies.
The climax of the color show came in May and
June with the acres of blue Delphinium and white
Penstemon on low moist areas, and pink Eohinaoea
pa llida on elevated or better-drained areas. Blue
•L'radescantia ohiens is and Camassia scllloides were
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more restricted. In July, taller flowers such as
Silphium lac inia turn and Liatris c IP •¦ 5 appeared,
These grow in patches as large as an aore among
the tall grasses, varying in size with the envir-
onmental conditions. Stillingia sylvatica, Agave
virginioa, and Eryngium yuccif olium were found in
few areas and were very limited as to number.
August, with its lower precipitat ion, higher tem-
peratures and shorter diiys brought out Cent aurea
americana ,Vernonia, and nine species of Solidago .
These began to bloom inmidsummer and continued un-
tilfrost. Another plant, very striking because
of its azure blue flowers was Sal^ia azurea . The
gay fall tints of the sassafras and sumac leaves
also began to appear during August. The asters
were scattered throughout the prairie and flourished
until frost, and Bolto nip diffusa was most abun-
dant in the ditches.
This definite sequence of floral aspects seen
on the prairie in 1940 is shown in Fig. I, which
presents the periods of total and maximum blooming
of forty of the more prominent and showy species,
Cama s s ia bloomed for three weeks while Verbena
oanade ns is was in blossom for thirty. Many grasses
also were quite showy by August. Andropogon Ger-
ardi, Sorgas trum nutans , Spenopholis intermedia ,
Bromus arvens is, Paspalum circulare,and _P_. oapil-
lare were conspicuous because of their height,
bloom, and fruiting clusters. So rga strum mitans
made a very striking display; Andropo^on gerardi
is the tallest of the grasses. The awns of Aris -
t ida prupurasoens and the silky tops of Andropogon
ternarius, A_. virginious and A. scoparius were as
spectacular as the height and "size of head in other
grasses .
VEGETATION OF "PIMPLE HILLS"
When these were studied in large numbers, itwas
found that ligneous species were more likely on
these than elsewhere, but in general there was no
consistency in the vegetation o n the "pimple hills."
Since they tended to be dryer than lower land, some
species were found on them to the exclusion of other
areas .
CUTOVER AND UNCUT AREAS
Two list transects 5 m. x 1m. were taken in an
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PLANTS
/. ORABA CAROL IN/ANA
2. RANUNCULUS FASCICULARtS
BIVALVE3. NOTHOSCORDUMJ. /Y\S,,i\Jj\*-\jr\L"JiViair,
4, SELENIA A UREA
5. SISYRINCHINIUM CAMPFSTRE
























3 0. SAL VIA AZUREA
31. HYDROLEA OVATA
3 2. GRINDEL1A SOUARROSA
3 3. LIATRIS PYCNOSTACHYA
34. GAURA BIENNIS





4 0. ASTER ERICOIDES




























Fig. 1. Total and Maximum Blooming Periods
of Forty Species
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area not out for many years and another which had
been regularly out for hay. Twenty-three species
were common to both areas; fifteen found in the un-
cut area were not found in the cut-over area, while
nine species were found inthe cutover area and not
in the other. The plots are listed below:


















SPECIES IN UNCUT AREA
NOT INCUTOVER
1. Apocynum cannabium
















































CLIMATIC: Although observations were made on
temperature, rainfall, evaporation, and pH values
of the soil, they willnot be discussed fully in
this paper. Temperatures and rainfall thruout the
growing season of 1940 are listed in Table I, and
evaporation data are omitted. pH values are given
below. 1939 "was a very dry summer with tempera-
tures above average ,while rainfallwas below aver-
age, but 1940 was more nearly average in both areas.
This resulted ina very representative show of blos-
soms for 1940. In 1939-40 the five drilled wells
which range from 15
-
133° feet deep, were dry for
five months, but ponds impounded in Massard Creek
maintained a good supply of water.
EDAPHIC: The soil of Massard Prairie is com-
posed of shale and clay. In spring it is covered
with water, which does not filter down. As a re-
sult the soil is more or less marshy. The soil is
cold. In the summer months it becomes hard and
compact as a result of evaporation and less pre-
cipitation. It is difficult to cultivate, because
of the sticky texture in spring and hardness in
summer. Hardpan is found throughout the prairie
at a depth of 8-11 inches. The "pimple hills"
showed no stratification or differences in phy-
sical make-up, but because of their elevation were
better drained in wet weather.
The scarcity of ground water is due to compacted
shales and sandstone of low porosity. ( Lesquereux,
1866). The surface water cannot percolate because
of the hardpan and as a result is lost by evapora-
tion or run-off.
The pH of the soils was studied from twenty soil
tests for an idea of acidity. The range was from
6.5 to 7*2. The result reveals that the pH could
hardly account for the distribution of prairie
vegetation. These texts showed that aoidityofthe
"pimple hills" was not materially different from
other parts of the prairie.
In order to show possible correlation between
the temperature, rainfall, length of day and num-
ber of species observed in flower each week the
following table has been prepared. These data may
be compared with Fig, 1.
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Weeks Mean Rainfall Day Length SpeciesTemp.(F.) (inches) Hrs. Mins. in Bloom
Mar.
1 49 .3 11 40 2
2 74 3.0 11 55 4
3 55 .4 12 7 4
4 51 .7 12 23 7
Apr.
5 68 .3 12 37 9
6 51 3.2 12 53 12
7 58 .3 13 2 15
8 59 .3 13 17 20
May
9 64 1.2 13 33 25
10 73 .2 13 43 30
11 69 .1 13 52 32
12 69 2.2 14 2 35
13 66 .2 14 10 37
June
14 77 .2 14 14 40
15 88 2,2 14 17 45
16 78 1.2 14 20 53
17 78 .2 14 18 55
July
18 74 1.5 14 15 58
19 79 .2 14 10 60
20 82 .2 14 2 63
21 si 1.0 13 57 67
22 89 .2 13 42 74
Aug.
23 86 .1 13 32 70
24 78 2.0 13 22 70
25 73 2.0 13 8 62
26 78 .2 13 00 55
27 69 2.5 12 52 45
Sept.
28 73 T 12 27 44
29 74 T 12 7 40
30 70 .1 12 00 38
31 06 .5 11 53 31
Oot.
32 67 T 30
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I
FIRES: The ecological data concerning Massard
Prairie oannot be ooncluded without some mention
of the static vegetation and the effect of fires
in this area. Diamond Grove and forests on the
ridges have been periodically svrept by fires, but
these same areas oontinue to be forested. One far-
mer relates that the worst fire during his forty
years of knowledge of Massard Prairie was August
10, 1936, when approximately 768O acres of 10,360
acres were burned over, including seven hundred of
the 1100 acres of Diamond Grove farm. The year
1936 was another period of drought and the day of
the fire had the highest temperature, 114° F., ever
recorder in Fort Smith. There were two separate
fires at this time, but no further fires from 1937
through 1940, One burned portion was on the eas-
tern side and swept up the ridge through forest to
the south. As might be expected, most of the trees
were killed by the fire, and remain as skeletons.
The new vegetation developing on the burned forest
area was not of the prairie type, but a form of
woodland similar to what had been there. The area
studied most closely had not been burned over for
22 years. The sumac is not so dense or tall as
that found in other places. There are no large
trees in this area. For instanoe, trees suoh as
cottonwood, willow,persimmon, and sassafras are
shrub-like after 22 years or less of growth. Some
conditions other than fire must contribute to this
scaroity of trees and the poor growth of those
present. Fires are not common in this area, be—
oause Massard Prairie is not burned over to improve
the grass; on the contrary, the farmers take every
precaution to prevent grass fires. The great areas
of dry grass and the wide open space for the wind
to move produoe ideal conditions for great fires.
The prairie fires may be a result of suoh condi-
tions rather than a oause of suoh areas
DISCUSSION
There are various opinions as to what consti-
tutes a prairie. Sometimes it is considered as a
type of vegetation; at other times the question is
raised as to whether it is not rather a region with
a peculiar complex of environmental factors, which
foster a certain type of vegetation. In general
a prairie is considered as a region covered by a
type of vegetation, predominantly grasses, and no-
tably lacking in ligneous flora, In North America
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the prairie is recognized as a climatic plant for-
mation extending roughly from the Texas shore of
the Guir of Mexico northward into Canada and ex-
tending irregularly eastward into Oklahoma, Kan-
sas, Missouri- Iowa, Illinois, and India:.a.
Prairies appear to be due la general to climatic
conditions, with available moisture as one of the
principal controlling factors. Lesquereux (1866)
advanced such a theory. He explained that land
covered by low stagnant water has for its vegeta-
tion rushes and sedges. These decompose and pro-
duce a hard, cold, impervious layer underlaid by
clay or shales. Land continually covered with stag-
nant wat er cannot produoe trees, because most trees,
require atmospheric air for their roots and seed
germination. Seeds of our common forest trees do
not germinate and grow on a ground alternately
covered with stagnant water and exposed to dryness
for some months of the year. Massard Prairie is
low and remains wet late in the spring. Rushes and
sedges are found in all the lower areas. After
the water has evaporated the soil is very hard and
dry. It is a oold soil when wet. which is shown
by the appearance of certain blooms at least two
weeks later on this soil than in other nearby areas
not prairie. Hardpan underlaid by a olay or shale
causes the water to stand and in this way prevents
the germination of seeds such as certain tree seeds.
Thus Massard Prairie does have soil conditions which
might interfere with favorable moisture and area-
t ion.
Climatic conditions play their part on Massard
Prairie as well as on prairies in other areas.
Sampson (1921) and Transeau (1927) have shown the
nature of prairies in North America and explained
them largely on the basis of the rainfall/evapora-
tion ratio. Data on these factors for Massard
Prairie were not adequate for definite conclusions,
but did indicate not a great difference ir. these
factors when compared with nearby woodland. Thus
the theory of Lesqueieux to explain the vegetation
seems most logical for Massard Prairie.
The phenology may be explained as a result of
combined conditions of temperature, moisture, and
relative length of day and night a s described by
Garner and Allard, 1920.
A complete listof plants found on Massard prairu
follows t
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OMttotiia tploatm it.) B««ut.
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Setarla virldis (J») Baavr.
SonrastiruR nutana (U) Hash.



















!H« arl« sancplnaliii <L. CorjrSoo]>. Nottoveerdun bivalve (L.)
ScMnocnlo* eruaealll (L.) Hrltton.
Eciaur. Smllflc t»M»notx b,
Aj-ju-y11iriac«u






















Eleoeharia obtiu,* (Willd.) Corydalia erystalHna.Engela.
Schultaa. Crucifara*
Mjfcrlstylia voiOii(Laa, ) Arabia tItk1c1c» (!„) Trwi
Lirk. Ca^-clla oursv-?tit.6iis (L.)
Rynchoapara corniculata ILam,) Merfie.
Ik-aba brachycarpa Nutt.2r»y.
Drab* reptons (l>am. ) Farn.
Jepidinn vii-pinicun L.




Pctwnt ill*etnadensls L.Juncus brac!>yoar:jua Xngela.
Jiir.cua tr.tft..irti-ganJ. Host Carolina L.
Rooa oaroXlna var. riUosa
(Baal,) RaM.Alliun eaoaduue h.





Astr»£ilu; diatortus T. & 0.







(Torr. ) T. » 0.
Oalaotia voluuUia (U)IS*.Mats. 6 Coult.
GiaditJjiia trixneanthos L.Sirlranthofl tuberosa Raf.
LatlvSTUs pualllus Ell.
liMpcdeta tajjjU^.*Mtehx.ftjpulua foltoidos Marah.
lAspodma tataraatta vata.Salix cifj-a iiarih.
t*»i-«aeti prniiMib—iMlehx
Laspedsaa rsp-jrj (L.) Bart.rolffomci JjCbi>Kl92a atuv«i i.utt.(ffichx.)
ueapedosa /l.iacea (L) P*r«.falygomn Persteavla 1. LevpqOeza virri.-dca (i..)Bolysomw tonuc KLcigi.
Hrittan.Runes Ac»to«el-c 1.
Kftptunia lute* (l«a-/«cw.)Runcoc erispus L,
Beath.




Strop.'iortylos iwlvola (L.)irenarla patnla Hijetat.
JLrauari* petals MT< robaot*
* 1̂
-




'Er.-nln.) Robinson. 3tyLo«a.Tt::ts hlTlora (1.)
B3P.CarastiuTi viacosu-3 In
Taphrosta spicata (Walt.)Silan* antlrrhina L.
T. ft 0.
lephrosia virr.inlaaa (I.)Claytcnia rirnliilca i..
Pa*-t.Taliniut parvxTlorun Hutt.
TrU'cliur: <lu:iiun Sinth.
trifolivjnrcilfsxuK L,Aiwwni caroliniana Ualt.
liloaoaaaDelphinium caroUnlanoa Walt,
Ranunciilua fascleularia HutO., limn milcel-Ti .iiddall.
Iiimm virr;ira»nun L.
CKalidacaae





?ha noawi-.latur* follive tha alshth edition of Qray«a Knual inth« majorityof tha li«t|Hitohoook
and Chasa «ac uaed for tha Eprasaea, and other authors when nacaaaary.
*
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Uiballa n>tc«t* far. lapto-









































































This glvaa a total of 296 fXaota, ineludlne 61 ooaiioaltM, hi traaaaa, and 30 lajiain.
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Abbreviations should follow leading journals in
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Illustrations may be used, but line drawings
are more easily reproduoed than photographs and
should be used wherever possible. Line drawings
should be of appropriate proportions as to fit with-
in the space allowed for the text of this journal.
Photographs require special handling and willbe
oharged to the author at cost. If several drawings
or figures are used, they should be grouped as con-
veniently as possible and numbered consecutively.
Reprints . Orders for reprints should be sent
to the Managing Editor along with corrected proof.
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